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LANGUAGE COURSES (AN OVERVIEW) 
A minimum of three language courses is required. One course is required in each of the three years of 
levels one, two, and three . 
All language courses are one-credit courses. In practical terms, this means that each course taught will 
require a minimum of one 40-45 minute period every other day for the full year to a minimum of 55 hours. 
Language course offerings are as follows: 
Language 1101 
Basic English 1102 
Language 2101 
Vocational English 2102 
Language 3101 
Business English 3102 
Advanced Writing 3103 
Language Study 3104 
The writing of argumentation and persuasion 
Of a general nature, for students who are weak in language skills 
Research writing 
Practical application of language skills to the world of work (technical 
and trades areas) 
Emphasis on style in writing narration, description, exposition 
The application of language in the business world 
Creative writing of poems, plays, stories 
An indepth study of the English language 
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
The major focus of this course is that of clear thinking, and the use of argumentation and persuasion in 
speaking (listening) and in writing . 
Generally, narrative writers emphasize temporal organization, descriptive writers rely upon spatial 
organization, and argumentative writers stress logical order. Argumentation and persuasion, therefore, 
require clear, logical thinking by the students both before and during their presentations. 
Argumentation is assertion supported by proof. It is a reasoned discussion involving a conclusion drawn 
from evidence. It seeks to convince the listener or reader that you, the writer or speaker, are right about your 
subject. 
Persuasion seeks to cause somebody to do what you want the person to do. It is a step beyond 
argumentation because you not only convince the person about your thesis, you also want him/her to act. 
The basic elements of argumentation apply - thesis statement, evidence and support, and methods of 
reasoning. With these elements, honest persuasion uses emphatic language, appeals to emotions, effectively 
appeals to fact and authorities, and uses effective strategies while considering both yourself as the writer and 
others as your readers. The persuasive writer pushes without making people feel shoved; avoids name 
calling and uncritical praise; and avoids irrelevant associations. 
Some key points in argumentative writing are evidence, reasoned discussion, and thesis statement. 
Evidence is simply the material or the information the student uses to furnish the proof of the argument. 
Three basic types of evidence are: 
1. facts, statistics, and personal investigation (pieces of information that can be verified), 
2. opinions backed up by definitions of terms and examples or illustrations, 
3. authoritative statements and quotations (opinion stated by qualified people). 
Reasoned discussion or clear argument is carefully thought out, methodically researched, meticulously 
examined, and strongly supported. Reasoned discussion is the kind of thinking that shows the writer 
(student) at his/her best - careful, exact, truthful. Reasoned discussion involves certain basic techniques of 
presentation . 
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One such technique involves making a thesis statement. Basically, the student must know what it is 
he/she is trying to prove or demonstrate. The student must know what he/she wants the conclusion to be in 
order to arrive at that conclusion. He/she must keep the point in mind at all times, and the easiest way to do 
so is to state the point as a thesis statement at the head of his paper. Such a thesis statement is a simple 
sentence that clearly states the point of his argument. (Example: a balanced diet is essential to good health). 
A thesis statement is clear, understandable, and feasible to develop. A simple procedure would be for the 
student to: 
1. back up the argument with as much and as many kinds of evidence as possible; 
2. cite usual examples to clearly illustrate the point; 
3. show that the opposing view is faulty, unreasonable, and understandable; and 
4. draw the conclusion from the evidence and at the same time make sure that he/she doesn't conclude 
more than the evidence warrants. 
On a more formal level, the process of argument or reasoning is one by which the writer combines a 
number of facts in order to produce a conclusion. In this process, two main types of reasoning can be 
distinguished. They are known as induction and deduction. These points should be explored with some 
students. Other enrichment activities could focus on the study of fallacies (arguments that are not based 
upon valid methods of reasoning). 
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COURSE OBJECTIVES 
General Objectives 
The student should learn to: 
1. follow the writing sequence of pre-writing, drafting or writing, revising or content editing, 
proofreading, and presenting or sharing; 
2. gather information and ideas (concepts and vocabulary) through reading, viewing, speaking, and 
listening; through being sensitive to experience; through study techniques, note-taking, and using 
resources; 
3. judge the worth of ideas and their propriety in various situations; 
4. think and to organize thoughts into effective paragraphs and into multi-paragraph compositions; 
5. make audience and purpose the key determiners of writing; 
6. revise writing to eliminate errors in mechanics, spelling, punctuation, and usage 
7. revise writing to eliminate common syntactical errors; 
8. revise writing to improve clarity and style; 
9. develop positive feelings about a desire to participate in communication, both oral and written, as 
sender and receiver. 
Specific Objectives 
In both speaking (listening) and writing, the student should demonstrate ability to: 
• think clearly and logically, 
• state and support a thesis, 
• structure an argument, 
• verify evidence, 
• use different methods of reasoning 
• draw conclusions based on evidence 
• use reason and emotion 
• use "honest" persuasive techniques 
• make statements to achieve particular effects, 
• consider the audience (reader) 
• be aware of persuasive techniques, 
• evaluate arguments logically . 
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COURSE CONTENT 
Main Focus: Clear thinking and argumentation and persuasion in speaking and writing. 
Writing: 
1. A variety of pertinent writing topics and situations which would come from the following: briefs, 
editorials, letters to the editor, columns, essays, campaign speeches, sermons, record reviews, dialogues, 
T.V. ads., articles. 
2. • Definition of Argumentation and Persuasion 
• Nature of "Evidence" (fact and opinion) 
• "Reasoned Discussion" 
• Choosing an Issuetropic 
• Thesis Statement and Purpose 
• Tone and Audience as Determiners of Type of Writing 
• Substance and Material and How to Organize 
• Sound Reasoning 
• Presenting Evidence 
• Truthful Expression 
• Evaluating Argumentation and Persuasion 
Enrichment 
• Two types of Reasoning 
•Induction 
•Deduction (and Syllogism) 
• Logical Fallacies 
• Propaganda 
• Language of Advertising 
3. Particular Language Strategies for Argumentation and Persuasion. 
4. Aspects of language such as punctuation, mechanics, spelling, vocabulary, dictionary use, usage and 
grammar will make their constant demands on the linguistic skills and knowledge of the students. Thus, 
the teacher, with each class, makes a continual diagnosis is these areas. On the basis of such 
information and needs, the teacher provides the necessary directions, instructions, practice, 
encouragement, expectations, and editing opportunities. 
5. The connections and overlapping of argumentation and persuasion with the writing of narration, 
description, and exposition . 
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Speaking and Listening: 
1. Small group interaction is a key ingredient in the writing process model as well as an important part of 
human life. It is one of the "seed-beds" for the generation of ideas. In this small group discussion each 
person must function as a speaker and a listener. Accordingly, students must be given instruction and 
practice in the development of personal group skills and must have a knowledge of group processes. 
2. Significant pieces of writing, particular issues, and types of writing should be presented orally in a 
convincing and persuading manner with the accompanying use of appropriate media. Debates and 
forms of discussion such as forum, the panel, and the symposium should follow naturally. Being 
sensitive to and adjusting to audience response should be practiced. 
3. Critical listening and critical analysis should be emphasized as these activities tie in with the forms of 
writing practiced and the oral presentations made. Such skills as the following should be taught: 
• recognizing the speaker's purpose 
• distinguishing between fact and opinion 
• judging the sufficiency of supporting details 
• drawing conclusions 
• detecting fallacies in reasoning 
• analyzing the use of rhetoric 
• learning a formula for quick evaluation 
3. A "significant" amount of time should be spent on concentrated, purposeful public speaking. Each 
student should have encouragement and opportunity to deliver a speech to the class on a topic of his 
choice after consultation with the teacher. Topics such as the following could be used: content from 
other subjects, books read, announcements, and specific speeches to persuade. Listening to evaluate 
a speech, and introducing and thanking speakers should also be emphasized. 
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COURSE MATERIALS 
Authorized Resource 
Cooper, V, et. al., Transitions: Argumentation and Persuasion, St. John's: Breakwater Books, 
1988 . 
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PHILOSOPHY OF INSTRUCTION 
1. The composing process that many writers tend to follow can be presented as a five stage procedure: 
Prewriting Activities 
Ideas 
Form 
Drafting or Writing 
Revising or Content Editing 
Proofreading 
Presenting or Sharing 
Audience 
Purpose 
Although the above stages are more recursive than linear, the theory itself is important. As well, the 
best writing processes are flexible and organic and tend to bend and grow to meet students' needs. 
Writing involves continuous movement between and among the various stages in the process; for 
example, when revising a paragraph, the writer may return to the prewriting stage for new ideas and/or 
directions. 
The writing process, central to Language 1101 will include the following: 
Prewriting Activities 
A. Generate ideas (students need opportunities to discuss experiences and ideas so as to heighten their 
quality and reveal their potential) 
• read, discuss, ask, view, listen, experience 
• brainstorm 
• use semantic webs and maps 
• use the reporter's questions: Who? What? When? Why? How? 
• focused free writing 
• outlining, listening 
• random association, metaphors 
• changing the orientation 
B. Organize information (make formal choices) 
• identify the audience 
• identify a subject, topic, main idea 
• determine the purpose of the writing 
• write a thesis statement 
(The thesis statement introduces the subject, interests the reader, suggests what details will follow and 
provides the writer's point of view.) 
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Writing Activities 
At this stage students produce a first draft. Momentum is important as students focus their attention on 
the development of meaning and the flow of thought. During this phase, teachers can assist students who 
have difficulty getting started and keeping the writing moving. Teacher support is important. However, for 
the most part, writing is a solitary experience; the writer selects the ideas generated from prewriting 
experiences, arranged them, and puts them down on paper. Depending on the assignment, the writer 
introduces the topic; expands on the topic, provides facts and supporting details in one or two body 
paragraphs; and concludes the paragraph/report, essay/research by summarizing the topic and point of view. 
Revising Activities 
Drafts are often rough and inaccurate. Revising brings clarity and focus. Revising means: 
• moving ideas around 
• adding information 
• taking out redundant material 
• considering paragraph structure and strategies 
• considering clarity, economy, vigour and grace of diction 
Revising involves attending to one or two things at a time, not everything at once. 
Revising can be done in many ways. Students can examine their writing in relation to specific questions 
or guidelines. They can work individually or in small groups or the teacher can conduct a revision 
conference with a student or a group of students. Teaching key concepts will often be necessary during this 
phase, as the need occurs. 
Students can be asked to do the following revising activities: 
• Write another opening or topic sentence and compare it to the original 
• Decide what the mood of their writing is. Note the words that produce this mood. Change other 
words to help add to this mood. 
• Choose two of the shorter sentences and rewrite them, adding more details by answering these 
· questions: When? Why? 
• Rewrite two of their sentences by adding an opening word or phrase that answers one of these 
questions: Where? When? 
• Form groups of three or four. Take turns reading their paragraphs aloud while the other group 
members listen. Make positive comments on one another's work. 
Editing/Proofreading Activities 
Revision and editing are not mutually exclusive. During revision, some proofreading may occur; during 
proofreading, some revision may occur. 
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Proofreading, or editing, is the process of checking a draft to make sure that the following things are 
correct: 
•spelling 
• capitalization 
• punctuation 
•title 
•spacing 
• grammar 
• usage 
•syntax 
• paragraph indentations 
Editing is a skill that the teacher can introduce gradually, teaching one or two skills at a time within the 
context of the students' writing. The teacher can demonstrate the process and then encourage individual 
and/or group editing. Editing checklists can be useful. 
Presenting/Publishing 
Students will write or. use a word processor to print a final copy. 
This fmal stage should prompt the teacher and/or students to do something with student work other than 
store it for evaluation. Student writing should be shared with others, and, if possible, students should receive 
responses from their readers. 
2. Computers have many applications in the English classrooms. Each application has advantages and 
disadvantages, with the word processor application having probably the greatest impact. 
A. Some programs analyze the written text and give feedback on the quality of the spelling, the 
frequency of grammatical errors, the readability level and so on. Computers do such tasks 
thoroughly and fairly quickly, but the results are not always convincing or desirable. However, to 
the extent that there are spelling checks that indicate misspellings and leave them to students to 
make corrections, the application has indeed some merit. 
B. Another computer application involves drill and practice exercises. However, grammar and usage 
drill and practice exercises are no longer a mainstay of English teaching and as such the frequency 
and widespread use of computerized drill and practice routines needs to be monitored carefully. 
In a few circumstances, drill and practice software is appropriate, primarily if a teacher wants to 
focus on a certain problem that one or a few students are having. However, it is generally advisable 
that after the student has used the software, the teacher should assign some writing and observe 
whether the student continues to make the error. If so, the software hasn't succeeded and the 
student should not be directed to use it again . 
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C. Some computer applications take the form of simulations or games. A branching narrative is 
presented and the player's response determines the outcome of each encounter and the whole story. 
Usually, the player has to read something on screen before making a decision; thus such games test 
comprehension and improve reading skills. They may also exercise and improve logical thinking, 
mapping/diagramming skills and spatial thinking; problem-solving ability and vocabulary. Some 
software not only allows the players to participate in the story, but also to write his or her own 
branches for another player. In some cases the player must analyze a character in order to solve a 
mystery. 
D. Students enjoy using a graphics package to make illustrations, charts, and so on. Graphics 
programs also allow students who have difficulty with written and/or spoken language an 
opportunity to strengthen their understanding by manipulating a non-verbal medium. 
E. Software exists - some of it simple, some very complicated - for desktop publishing. The user can 
combine word processed text and computer graphics to create a number of publications - pamphlets 
and flyers, advertisements, newspapers, magazines, illustrated term papers and so on. These 
packages give students a real sense of publishing, and help to refme notions of genre, audience, and 
purpose. 
F. Unlike the above mentioned computer applications, the word processor does not attempt to 
analyze student's work or teach the student. It is a powerful and exciting writing tool but it has its 
share of dangers and limitations. 
Students often like to write with word processors, even students who don't care much for writing 
usually. They can manipulate the medium easily. However, word processors by themselves will 
not teach writing skills. Improvement occurs when students show their written work to others and 
review it collaboratively. When this exchange is encouraged, students examine the overall structure 
and purpose of their work and make significant revisions. 
Word processors have characteristics that can significantly influence students' writing habits. 
• It is easier to edit and revise text on a word processor than on paper. 
• A writer can move sentences and paragraphs almost as easily as he or she can delete a single 
letter. 
• All revisions can be made neatly, so tedious recopying is unnecessary. 
• Students find that drafting and redrafting are more manageable. 
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• The word processor has the capacity to print clear copies. With the neat type, students often 
respond by taking new pride in their work. 
• Reading hard copy allows the student a bit of distance from his or her composition. The need 
for changes can be sensed and those changes can then be input into the word processor and a 
new and equally attractive draft can be printed out rapidly. There is not extra effort required to 
produce multiple copies for classmates to read. 
The word processor gives students and teachers a unique opportunity to explore the full range of the 
writing process - prewriting, writing, and post writing performances. The writing process is not linear. 
Writing involves continuous movement between and among the various stages in the process. The following 
illustrates a computer/word processing program in use in the English classroom: 
Pre writing 
• Brainstorm/recall topics, vocabulary, descriptive phrases, facts, details, generalizations 
• Identify the audience 
Writing 
• Use computer functions to organize and sequence material generated during the prewriting activity 
• Write first draft 
• Edit individually, or by conferring with peers, teachers 
• Revise using the computer functions of inserting, deleting or moving 
• Edit as needed 
Post-Writing 
• Write a final draft focusing on correctness and precision 
• Print and share final copy with several audiences including peers, teachers, and others 
There are indeed limitations with the use of word processors but these can be overcome. 
• Keyboarding skills determine the rate of composition. Fortunately, typing skills adequate to the 
task are learned very quickly by the students 
• Using word processors can be time consuming. It might be necessary to begin with short 
assignments. 
• In some classes there will be only one or a few computers available. However, several students can 
work successfully together at one computer station if the focus of the activity is discussion and 
exploration of ideas. Group work can be encouraged on the computer. 
• Hours of work can be lost in an instant. However, to minimize the danger, students could make 
back up copies of their ftles, and they could save, their work frequently when they are composing 
at the terminal. 
3. Many of the activities of the course are designed to be carried out by two or more students working 
together. However, for group discussion and group learning to be effective, the works must be well 
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planned and the purpose of the task must be clearly understood by all group members. 
Students may require assistance when determining their roles and functions in the group (e.g., a recorder 
takes notes, a chairperson keeps the discussion on track and encourages all members to become 
involved). The natural leader of a group may need assistance to avoid replacing the appointed leader. 
As well, roles should vary and students should experience different roles. 
Members of discussion groups may increase their involvement if they feel they have some ownership 
of the rules. Therefore, have students generate discussion rules and post these as reminders. Ensure 
that everyone understands the rules. Rules may, however, change according to the goals of the group. 
Although the strongest decisions are those arrived at by group consensus, consensus is often difficult 
to achieve. Other processes for making decisions will also need emphasis: majority vote, compromise, 
minority control, expert or authority in the group. 
4. Students should be encouraged to present orally the ideas, issues, or research that were the core of a 
"significant piece of writing". Such presentations could be to a small-group, as part of a panel, to a 
school assembly or an illustrated classroom speech. However, no matter what the context, students will 
need help in planning, preparing and refining what they will say. This should be relatively easy if the 
topic is frrst developed using the writing process approach. It remains then for students to be prepared, 
to be sure of their audience and purpose, and to practise their presentation. Many text materials give 
guidance and approaches. 
Should the presentations be a persuasive speech, then the following points would be good for students 
to consider in their preparation: 
• State the purpose of your message in one or two sentences, including any action you are seeking 
• Describe your audience 
• Explain where you will get your information (personal experience, interviews, library research). 
• List any terms you may need to define. 
• Will the issue you are talking about raise concern, or will your audience generally agree with you? 
• Do you expect any negative reactions towards you, the persuader? What might these be? 
• How will you initiate the message (give a personal example; provide statistics; a vivid description)? 
• What props/visuals might you use to make your message more concrete? 
• How will you conclude the message? (Include some strategies to get the audience to act.) 
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EVALUATION 
Evaluation techniques should relate to the learning objectives and to the teaching emphasis of the 
course, and should indicate student achievement and program effectiveness. It is a continuous process, and 
one with dimensions that are diagnostic (to determine present levels of competence in relation to the 
objectives of the course); formative (to monitor progress through a concept or unit of study); and summative 
(to determine the level of achievement). Below are some points for consideration. 
1. Writing and the writing process are integral to the course. This process includes reading, discussing, 
draft writing, revising, editing and presenting. Most of these areas can be evaluated, both in terms of 
process and in terms of the final product itself. 
2. Recent research indicates that frequent rigorous marking of writing by teachers is time consuming and 
ineffective. Most often it is believed that the time and energy should be redirected towards the 
prewriting and revising stages and towards more effective evaluation techniques. 
3. The writing clinic is a revision technique that offers the teacher and the class numerous opportunities 
to co-operatively evaluate various pieces of writing. Students can volunteer with transparencies or 
photocopies of their writing. The teacher and the class can then discuss the writing. The teacher's role 
in conducting the clinic is to: 
• develop the attitude that all writers exhibit strengths as well as weaknesses 
• create a positive constructive environment 
• establish a set of ground rules to facilitate the process 
• encourage students to suggest ways to improve the writing by asking questions 
4. Any teachers' written comments should be brief, clear, positive, and constructive. As well, the response 
given should recognize the stage the student has reached in his/her writing. Appropriate comments 
encourage and advise. 
5. Students will require guidance from the teacher (especially at first) when they are doing peer-editing 
and peer-evaluation. Emphasize that constructive criticism is necessary. Suggest, for example, that at 
each evaluation, students note one thing that was done particularly well and one area that requires 
improvement. Encourage students to be specific in their evaluations. The following questions could 
easily be modified to prepare an appropriate "peer response sheet" that students could use: 
• What do you like best about this item? 
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• What is the main idea of the item? 
• What findings were expressed by the author? 
• What would you like to know more about? 
• Express your opinions about this item. 
6. For evaluation of oral language to be effective, it must include procedures for giving students 
constructive feedback so as to help them become aware of their oral communication behaviour and their 
strengths. The following are some useful considerations: 
• Work on the next step that each student needs to make in order to show improvement. 
• Let your remarks provide motivation. Be positive about potential already shown. 
• Let your comments be specific enough to point the way in preparing future work. 
• Be concerned only with immediate and essential problems. Many trivial faults can be eliminated 
when the student gains more confidence. 
• Talk to each student individually. Keep cumulative notes on each student. 
• In discussion and interpersonal communication, occasionally request students to analyze the process 
which took place in that day's discussion and then give them credit for their awareness of what 
happened. 
• Make students aware of the feedback signals they can get from an audience. 
• Grading is often harmful in the teaching of oral communication. Its main defence is that it tends 
to compel participation. This compulsion is a poor substitute for personal motivation. If, however, 
grading is done, then try to separate "growth" from "grading". Personal growth and development 
should be important. Grading could be on the basis of improvement and achievement. 
7. To evaluate a persuasive speech, both teacher and students could prepare an evaluation guide based on 
the following points: 
A. State, in one sentence, the chief purpose you felt the speaker had in mind. 
B. Evaluate the persuasive speech by checking the appropriate column for each of the following criteria. 
• The problem was stated clearly and 
concisely. 
• The speaker used examples, personal anecdotes, 
visual aids effectively to get the audience to 
relate to the problem. 
• The speaker stated the consequences of action 
we may choose. 
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Well Done Satisfactory Needs 
Attention 
• The speaker offered alternatives. 
• The speaker created a sense of urgency for 
action. 
• The speaker showed authoritativeness on the 
topic (i.e., good judgement and expertise). 
• The speaker showed trustworthiness by: 
presenting issues fairly and fully 
not acting out of his own vested interest 
sharing and respecting the basic values of 
the audience. 
• The speaker effectively converted agreement 
into action. 
• Overall, this speaker was credible. 
C. Provide summary comments which would help the speaker to improve his/her persuasive speaking 
abilities. 
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